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tongan and samoan IVfalfai contrasted

with english do and make
by alice C pack church college of hawaii

in the first issue of the TESL re-
porter

what are you doing could never
the problem of literal trans-

lation
be answered in englishenglishby by A book

fromsomefrom some language to another A canoe A tiki etc note
was discussed the different mean-
ings

that the rinfrnimfin making a canoe might
of yes and no in some eng-

lish
be the response to either question

structures were contrasted with because the answer is another verb
the io and akaiikai of tongan and with a noun object however with
thetheioethedoeioeloe and lealleaileaf of samoan in the question what are you making
this issue the differences in the com-
mon

the only verb that could be used in
verbs do and make in eng-

lish
the response is making

and their tongan and samoan in english do can stand for any
counterpart fai will be discussed other verb including make and in

in these polynesian languages falfai P the construction what are you do-
ingis usually translated do or the do usually stands for

49 make both english questions other non identified verbs thesethene
what are you doing and what are however a few nouns and ver

are you making are translated bals which can be the object of the
exactly alike using the verb fai verb do itself such as home-

workko e ha hoo meame a oku fai tongan exercises the washing
and poo a au mea 0 iov100lovloo fai etc these answers usually denote
samoan there is no distinction in a fulfillment of responsibility or com

meaning here as there is in the eng-
lish

pletionplecion of a task rather than the spe-
cificlanguage created objects which are neces-
saryin teaching english to samoan and with the verb make

tongan speakers it will be necessary Exemexemplesexrlsearlspiesplespiss
for the teacher to explain that asking
the question what is being done or what are you doing

my homework or fm do-
ingwhat9what is taking place requires two homeworkdifferent verbs to cover what is my

my exercises or im do-
inga single construction in the tongan

and samoan languages the first one my exercises
the washing or fmim do-
ing

it make is used when the response
will be a noun or a specific object the washing

this distinction should not be too con-
fusingthe other do is used when the

when teaching these englishanswer is another verb withwi or with-
out constructions if one remembers thata noun object all verbs are repeated or implied in
examples answer to a direct question what

what are you making are you readingsreadingvreadreadingingV A book or
A tiki or im making a im reading a book what are
tiki you making A canoe or im

A canoe P or tmim making
makinsmakingmaking a canoe what are you

a canoe doing y my homework or tmim
what are you doing doing my homework it is only the

im eating or im eating verb do which can be used as a
my dinner substitute for unknown verbs in the

tmim reading or threadtmreadfm read-
ing

question construction
a book it would probably be wise to teach

114istmm making a canoe continued on page 6
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continued from page 5

the use of the english verbs do
and make with their correct re-
sponses during the early stages of
english learning so that students do
not literally translate fai as
9 it make and develop a false facilita-
tion in english language learning as
so many students have previously done
in both the use of yes and no and

do and make




